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Our Project: Savor South Madison

Savor South Madison was created in the Fall of 2011 with the mission of increasing 
bonding in the South Madison community and bridging it to the UW campus area through 
a shared interest in food. We chose food as an overarching theme for our project because it 
is a basic human necessity and a tradition shared by all cultures. While eating food, people 
are able to come together, relax, enjoy each other’s company and discuss new ideas. For 
this reason we have decided to use food as a means to bring people together and find out 
exactly what makes the South Madison community tick.

This semester, our class consists of 12 students and our professor, Young Mie Kim, who 
has been with the project since its inception. In order to achieve our goals of increasing 
bridging and bonding in South Madison, we have split our class into four different groups, 
all contributing to create a fully integrated online social media campaign. These groups 
are broken up into the following teams: Strategy/Research, Content, Platform/Design and 
Promotions. While the class functions as one cohesive unit, these teams allow us to easily 
and efficiently distribute campaign duties and complete projects in a complete and timely 
manner.

Logo

The Savor South Madison logo intends to create a visual representation of our organization that 
is visually appealing. Additionally, it more closely shows the main image we want to project: 
a unified brand identity that is reflected in all our communication efforts, both internally and 
externally. 

Through the logo we convey: 
• An aesthetic correlation to our mission of food through the incorporation of dining utensils.
• Bright colors to reflect the diversity of the community we are allied with.
• Graphic simplicity that will be easily loaded with slow Internet and older computers.
• Easily recognizable and legible.

We use this logo on all our external communications and display it prominently in our joint social 
media platforms to increase brand recognition and identity.

S VOR
South Madison
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J676 is a service-learning course in the School of Journalism at the University 

of Wisconsin-Madison. The course is dedicated to the use of digital 

communication technologies and discovering their social impact and how 

they can be used to improve community engagement. Students apply learned 

knowledge and skills by creating a social media platform, with the mission 

of strengthening ties both in the South Madison area and across the larger 

Madison community.
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Research

Background
South Madison is defined as the community surrounding South Park Street, about 
two miles from the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus. There are fourteen 
neighborhood associations (Arboretum, Bay Creek, Bram’s Addition, Bridge-Lakepoint, 
Burr Oaks, Capital View Heights, Greenbush, Indian Springs, Leopold,Monona Bay, 
Moorland-Rimrock, Southdale, Waunona) within the community.

South Madison was originally populated in the early 20th century by minority groups. 
This influx consisted of predominantly working-class Italians, Jews, and African-
Americans and more recently, Hmong. These groups faced numerous social and economic 
challenges, and the first generation of South Madison residents led difficult lives.

Almost a century later, South Madison stands out as a promising area of growth within 
the state of Wisconsin, yet there are conditions holding it back from reaching its full 
potential. Despite their close vicinity, there is currently little cooperation or understanding 
between members of the different ethnic communities, and local community groups. 
Furthermore, the South Madison area does not attract as much attention from the UW-
Madison community and is plagued by unfair stereotypes, which depict the area as an 
unsafe place to live or even visit.
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Community Needs

Field Study

One of the ways information about the community was collected was through our own 
experience and observations made during hands on experience in the area. The class 
participated in a variety of events in the community where we were able to talk with 
residents, business owners as well as leaders and volunteers in other local community 
organizations.

Celebrate South Madison
The first event this semester’s team was able to 
attend was the yearly Celebrate South Madison 
festival. The festival features various restaurants, 
musical acts and organizations from the area. 
The team was able to use this event to generate 
interest among South Madison community 
members as well as conduct interviews with 
attendees. Interacting directly with South 
Madison residents gave us valuable information 
about the attitudes among the area’s residents and 
was instrumental in developing our plan for the 
semester.

Bus Tour
Early on in this semester, the Savor team had the opportunity to  take a guided bus tour 
of the South Madison Area. For many on the team, it was a first introduction to the area 
and served us very well moving forward. The team stopped at several landmarks, and 
dined at Melly Mel’s, a staple in the South Madison Restaurant Scene. They also had 
a chance to meet Robert Pierce, a local community leader and help build a garden at 
Badger Rock Middle School. This was a rewarding experience for the team and gave us 
an opportunity to get hands on experience in the South Madison Community.

Community Gardening
The Savor team also had the privilege of partnering with the UW Slow Food chapter 
to build a garden at the Dane County Boys and Girls club in South Madison. While 
a garden had previously existed at the same site, it had recently fallen into disrepair. 
Bringing in all new soil to the site, we were able to work alongside children at the club as 
well as the staff. This gave us some valuable hands-on experience in the South Madison 
community, and allowed us to not only feel a part of the area but also increase awareness 
among the curious passerby’s who stopped to talk with us.
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SMPC Meeting: Representatives from the Savor team were also able to attend a 
South Metropolitan Planning Council meeting, where they were able to present 
the class vision for the project and build key relationships with our client. 
Communicating directly with Council members allowed us to get a better idea for 
the way our client’s organization functions and show them how our project could 
benefit them. It is our hope that these kind of interactions will help us maintain a 
strong relationship with the client going forward.

Census Data

Data are from the American Community Survey 2005-2009 estimates (The ACS is 
conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau).  Most of this data was obtained by looking at last 
year’s campaign book.  Because they already conducted this research, we did not feel the 
need to replicate it unnecessarily. 

The unit of analysis was the Census Tract
• There are 93 Census Tracts in Dane County
• 63 of these are in Madison
• 2 of the 63 (13 and a portion of 14.01) encompass South Madison
• Also, data were missing for 2 (17.02 and 17.03) of the 63 Census Tracts
• The comparison below is between South Madison (Census Tracts 13 and   
14.01) and the remaining 59 Census Tracts in Madison
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Stakeholder Analysis

SMPC, The Client
As our client and primary partner in the South Madison Area, SMPC represents a critical 
asset for our project as they are able to provide us with a wealth of information, insights and 
a large distribution network in the area they are able to reach through their newsletter, “w.” 
Functioning as the community board in South Madison, the group’s mission in well aligned 
with that of Savor South Madison, seeking to help South Madison achieve its full potential 
and encourage the rich cultures and traditions of those who live there. 

South Madison Residents
Encouraging bonding among the residents of the area remains an essential purpose for 
the Savor South Madison project. The area boasts a diverse range of cultures, however 
cooperation between these various groups remains relatively low. The Savor project hopes to 
change this and encourage a sense of togetherness as we bring residents together to eat and 
share their own stories and perspectives.

UW - Madison Students and Staff
Keeping in mind our other primary goal of bridging the South Madison Community to the 
larger Madison area, we have identified students and staff on the UW-Madison campus as 
central targets for our campaign. As UW students ourselves, we have strong ties to student 
and staff networks and are uniquely positioned to reach out to and mobilize this group. 
Furthermore, the size and close proximity of this group gives them the ability to bring 
significantly more traffic to South Madison businesses and change the overall perception of 
the area.

Restaurant and Business Owners
Because we view local restaurants as important places for South Madison Residents and 
members of the UW community, we see local business owners as important stakeholders 
for our campaign. Maintaining a good relationship with this group will allow us to partner 
with local restaurants in future events and use their strong presence in their community to 
increase our reach and visibility. 

Other Community Leaders and Organizations
Our experience in the South Madison community has shown us that increasing cooperation 
among local community groups could yield great results for the South Madison community. 
Each of these groups has their own unique networks within the South Madison community. 
If we are able to successfully target these groups, it would enable us to reach across their 
individual constituencies and promote bonding among them.

Media Analysis
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There are a variety of media channels available to South Madison residents. State-wide 
papers such as the Isthmus and Wisconsin State Journal are available in the community and 
will also allow us to reach the larger Madison community, who we will also be targeting. 
South Madison also hosts its own quarterly newspaper, Southern Exposure. Because of 
its extensive distribution network among South Madison residents, it is an extremely 
important tool in reaching South Madison residents. It also allows us to reach a wider 
audience, as some in the area have limited internet access. Three bulletins – the Bay Creek 
Bulletin, the Indian Springs District Association Newsletter, and the South District Newsletter 
- are also distributed within the community. The South District newsletter is sent out by 
the chief of police, and it informs South Madison residents about happenings within the 
community.

In terms of television, South Madison residents can access WKOW News 27, an ABC 
affiliate, WMSN Fox 47, and Channel 3000. For residents seeking public internet hotspots, 
there is a Madison Public Library branch on South Park Street, the focal point of this study. 
There are also eight other close Madison Public Library branches near the area.

This semester’s study used multiple channels and media formats to engage our audience and 
integrate them with traditional local media. Among these channels, social media played a 
especially important role, especially Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube, Google Maps 
and Four Square, which was a new feature to the campaign this year.  
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•	 Some	established	awareness	–	campaign	is	on	its	3rd	semester
•	 Established	platform	and	successful	promotional	concepts	upon	

which	to	build
•	 Existing	partnerships	–	ie.	Various	community	organizations	and	

their	supporters	and	volunteers
•	 South	Madison	has	many	authentic	and	affordable	ethnic	

restaurants
•	 Existence	of	strong	community	organizations	in	South	Madison
•	 Enthusiasm,	support	from	various	community	leaders	and	groups
•	 UW-Students	are	receptive	to	online/social	media	messages

•	 Capitalize	on	the	success	of	last	year’s	scavenger	hunt
•	 Partner	with	more	established	South	Madison	organizations	and	

community	leaders
•	 Make	students	aware	of	the	affordable	ethnic	foods	South	Madison	has	

to	offer
•	 South	Madison	residents	would	like	to	see	more	entertainment-based	

events
•	 Develop	a	tracking	system	to	measure		our	campaign’s	effectiveness
•	 Unite	different	community	leaders/groups	over	shared	goals/interests
•	 Some	SM	restaurants	recognizing	the	importance	of	online	presence	and	

now	have	online	ordering	(Campus	Special)
•	 Reach	out	to	Freshmen,	who	form	their	dining	habits	early	on	and	

usually	keep	them	for	years

S. W. O. T.   Analysis
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S. W. O. T.   Analysis

Professor Kim’s J676 class of Fall, 2012 has taken over the Savor South Madison campaign in 
order to run it for a third semester. While the campaign objectives are the same as those that 
were initially established, our responsibility is to examine the work of past groups in order to 
build upon areas that have been successful and revise aspects that could use more work.
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•	 Some	skepticism	from	South	Madison	residents	about	our	ability	to	
affect	real	change

•	 Some	skepticism	from	other	Madison	areas	about	crime/safety	concerns	
in	South	Madison	

•	 Divisiveness	between	different	South	Madison	ethnic	groups
•	 Lack	of	enthusiasm/support	could	hinder	progress

•	 Negative	perception	of	South	Madison	area	(by	the	rest	of	Madison)
•	 South	Madison	is	a	large	area	with	several	communities	differing	in	

their	wants/needs
•	 Lack	of	communication	between	different	ethnic	groups	in	South	

Madison
•	 Lack	of	online/digital	media	skills	among	South	Madison	residents	

and	business	owners
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Campaign Objectives
• Increase Bonding among Members of the South Madison area 
• Bridge the South Madison community to the larger Madison community

Goals

Short Term
• Improve the Savor South Madison campaign from semesters past - Identify and 

build up the areas that were successful; revise those that were not  
• Generate increased awareness and understanding of the Savor South Madison 

campaign amongst our Big 4 
• Lower the barriers between South Madison and greater Madison
• Build coalitions among community leaders
• Increase the social media presence of Savor South Madison on Twitter and 

Facebook
• Add new social media tools to the Savor South Madison campaign, including 

Pinterest and Foursquare 
• Develop a method to effectively track campaign efforts 

Long Term
• Maintain a focus on collective behavior and “power in numbers” 
• Increase social capital to foster an integrated and close-knit community
• Ensure campaign sustainability so that future groups may easily adopt Savor 

South Madison 
• Build social media capacity, especially for the South Madison community
• Function as a hub for coalitions and community groups 

Campaign Phases

The Savor South Madison campaign has been adopted by three different groups of 
students and is now on it’s 3rd semester. Under the leadership of Professor Kim, the 
campaign has progressed – and is still progressing – through four different stages: 

• Build Interest/Excitement (Fall 2011) 
• Build Coalitions and Leadership (Spring 2012) 
• Build Social Capital and Community Capacity (Fall 2012) 
• Sustain Community (Long-term) 
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Rationale

Our background research shows that the South Madison neighborhoods are uniquely 
rich in culture and diversity. We have many devoted, hard working community leaders 
and advocacy groups who attempt to provide opportunities for the residents to engage 
with one another and share their different backgrounds, stories, recipes and traditions. 
However, our research has also demonstrated that the residents of South Madison have 
needs and wants for further growth that are necessary for the economic and social health 
of the community. In addition to the challenge of increasing bonding among South 
Madison residents, there is an added challenge of confronting the stigma that South 
Madison is a dangerous area. Our campaign must attempt to correct this misperception of 
South Madison and position it as a unique and culturally rich region to be celebrated. 
 
Savor South Madison’s innovative platform allows us to address these challenges in a very 
unique manner. By creating an online “hub” through which our Big 4 can converge to 
share and access recipes, events, and dining opportunities, we are able to provide free and 
useful and information about the cultural wealth of the South Madison neighborhoods. 
In order to increase social capital, which Putnam defines as “resources of information, 
norms, and social relations that enable people to coordinate collective action and achieve 
common goals,” our objectives for the Savor South Madison platform are to increase 
bonding among members of the South Madison area and bridge this neighborhood 
community to the larger Madison community
 
While Savor South Madison’s long-term goals include establishing a community 
infrastructure for collective behavior and increasing social capital, there are a couple 
of short-term goals that this semester’s group aims to accomplish in order to make our 
campaign effective and sustainable. We will focus on generating campaign awareness 
through building up our Facebook and Twitter presence, as well as utilizing new social 
media platforms such as Pinterest and Foursquare. We will also strive to improve the 
current platform and create a new and improved brand identity to make Savor South 
Madison as modern and appealing as possible. We will also seek to establish as many 
relationships and partnerships with community leaders and organizations as possible 
by lending our collective efforts to already established food-based community service 
initiatives. Finally, we will seek to develop a method to track campaign progress in order 
to measure effects and identify areas of success and weakness. 
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The Big “4”
Non-profit organizations need to approach business similarly to for-profit ones. Savor 
South Madison develops marketing techniques that can be applied directly to our target 
audience, or as we call them, “The Big 4.” 

The point of our campaign is to engage, to do “marketing,” to generate public support and 
to develop a social node/hub for our Big 4 to utilize. If we get our Big 4 online, then that 
will hopefully begin a domino-effect of social capital creation online. Social media usage 
is crucial for a successful campaign. But that is only half the battle; Without support from 
our Big 4, our campaign will go nowhere.

Our Big 4 are as follows:

South Metropolitan Planning Council (the client)

The South Metropolitan Planning Council aims to encourage the rich culture and history 
of South Madison to reach its full potential in the community. As our client, as well as one 
of Savor South Madison’s main stakeholders, the SMPC provides much insight into the 
South Madison Community as a whole. Sheri Carter, executive director of the SMPC, is 
a well-respected figure in the community and connected the project to other community 
leaders and groups. Serving as the community board for South Madison, the SMPC 
helps organize residents by congregating, making meetings, sending out newsletters 
like South¬ern Exposure and creating social networks. SMPC has the potential and the 
resources to help us initiate bridging and bonding in South Madison. 

University of Wisconsin - Madison Students

University students are central to Savor South Madison’s mission. Stu¬dents, especially 
juniors and seniors, that are looking to get off-campus and experience some local flavor, 
will be interested in the authentic ethnic restaurants on South Park Street. Using food to 
open up a dialogue between the UW and South Madison commu¬nities will, over time, 
reduce hesitation among students for crossing the Regent Street “border.” UW students 
are the linchpin for bridging.
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Community Leaders and Advocacy Groups
 
Slow Food UW
Slow Food UW encourages consumption of local food by showing it’s a viable option for 
eating healthy and decreasing the carbon footprint of food. Slow Food is committed to 
increasing bonding among students over readily-available, attractively-priced local food. 

The Boys and Girls Club of Dane County
The Boys & Girls Club of Dane County is another resource for the Savor South Madison 
project. The club aims to increase social capital by investing resources in the children of 
the community to realize their full potential. As the Savor South Madison project seeks to 
increase social capital, an alliance with the Boys & Girls Club of Dane County can be used 
to help teach children healthy eating habits and encouraging consumption of local food. 

Visit South Madison
The relatively new Visit South Madison project and website seek to accomplish three main 
goals: 

1. Promote businesses and events in South Madison 
2. Change the perception of South Madison’s economic health 
3. Provide support to new and developing businesses in South Madison (taken from 

http://www.visitsouthmadison.com/about/the-visit-south-madison-project/) 

The goals Visit South Madison projects are well-aligned with the goals of Savor South 
Madison, and will help to increase bonding and bridging of the UW and South Madison 
communities. The Visit South Madison website has a listing of restaurants and grocery 
stores that will increase visibility of these businesses among the community. 

Dane Buy Local
Dane Buy Local is a group of businesses, citizens and organizations in Dane County that 
work to keep the local economy prosperous. Encouraging South Madison restaurants 
to participate in the Dane Buy Local program can create coalitions with other local 
restau¬rants and organizations, and show community members that the South Madison 
restau¬rants are committed to the community. When this works, it has the potential to 
create a lot of social capital in the form of inter-communal bonding.
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Restaurant and Grocery Owners 
Owners of local businesses, and the businesses themselves, are central to the Savor South 
Madison campaign. They provide central meeting places for members of the community - a 
physical location to increase bonding and bridging over food. When a restaurant is seen as a 
place to hang out, and not just eat, it becomes a central component for bridging. Busi¬nesses 
can also impact public opinion of a city and serve as important markers for visitors that have 
the potential to increase bridging.

These Big 4 drive the Savor South Madison agenda. If they are on board with our campaign, 
including the campaign activities planned by Savor South Madison, then the overall campaign will 
be successful.

Campaign Activities

Culinary Crawl

Overview
The Culinary Crawl was the Fall 2012 semester-long event where each week, we highlighted 
a different S. Madison food establishment on social media. Members from Savor South 
Madison drove out to each restaurant/grocery store to buy and taste what each place had to 
offer. The point of the Culinary Crawl was to emphasize the ethnic and culinary diversity in 
South Madison to UW-Madison students. All the while, Savor South Madison’s social media 
administrators integrated online photos to encourage offline community participation. In 
doing so, the Culinary Crawl fostered a desire in our social media followers to go out and 
see these restaurants in person, thus creating the motivation to bridge campus with South 
Madison. The Culinary Crawl accomplished our goal of generating public awareness of our 
organization and our cause through all of the traffic that Savor South Madison directed 
through the website.

Social Media Utilization
Facebook

Savor South Madison utilized Facebook mostly as a photo platform. We took pictures of 
everything we could: menus, food, ambiance, etc. By dispersing these photos throughout 
the week, Savor South Madison tantalizes the people who “like” us and subsequently 
encourage them to go out and try these restaurants/grocery stores.

Twitter
Like Facebook, Savor South Madison readily tweeted about the Culinary Crawl. We 
tweeted photos and interacted with followers who showed desire to eat in South Madison.
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Taste Race

Overview
As our capstone event of the semester, the Taste Race functioned as a week-long scavenger 
hunt for those interested in exploring S. Madison’s culinary eateries. Teams registered 
online and Savor South Madison divvied up points to each team based on which 
restaurants they attended and what they ordered. The points of the Taste Race was to 
bridge campus with South Madison in the form of hungry, motivated students. This, in 
turn, created a hybrid event in which Savor South Madison highlighted both online and 
offline communities. The points took place online, but you could only get those points 
by getting out into the neighborhood. The Taste Race accomplished our goal of utilizing 
many different social media platforms to reach a diverse audience interested in both South 
Madison and ethnic food. 

Participating Restaurants
Restaurants that partook in the Taste Race were the following:
• Lucky 7
• Melly Mell’s
• Cargo Coffee
• Taqueria Guadalajara
• Edo Japanese
• Mercado Marimar
• Ichiban
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Promotion
Using social media and word-of-mouth, Savor South Madison spread the word about 
the Taste Race. We set up tabling events at the Slow Food Café and offered extra points 
for teams registering for the event early. Members of Savor South Madison used their 
personal Facebook and Twitter accounts to spread the word to their friends.

Prizes
The team that received the most points after the week of eating and exploring received a 
$50 gift certificate to their favorite S. Madison restaurant.

Social Media Utilization
Facebook

In order to receive points, the rules of the Taste Race required participating teams to 
post pictures on Facebook of themselves eating certain menu items. They also had to 
include their team name. The more photos that teams posted also increased traffic to 
the Savor South Madison Facebook page. 

Trivia
For extra points, each day during the week, Savor South Madison posted two trivia 
questions related to either S. Madison, the S. Madison restaurants or ethnic cuisine in 
general. The first team to answer these trivia questions received points.

Twitter
Teams that posted photos of themselves at the restaurant eating their food and tweeted 
at @savorsouthmad while including our hashtag (#race2taste) received points. 

Website
We revamped the recipe database on the Savor South Madison website (http://
savorsouthmadison.com/). While members of the Savor South Madison team added 
their own favorite recipes, teams that submitted their own received Taste Race points 
as well. 
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Community Dinner

Overview
Savor South Madison plans to host a community dinner in which social media savvy 
people speak and provide easy-to-comprehend lessons on how to best utilize social media 
for local business. The community dinner is designed to create bonding between South 
Madison residents, stores and restaurants. Contrary to the Taste Race, the community 
dinner will begin as an offline event which will hopefully turn into an online community. 
This event will complete our goal of ensuring campaign sustainability because when one 
person learns social media, they are likely to teach their friends as well. This event has the 
highest potential for social capital creation.

Ideas
In order to gain attention for our community dinner, our main idea was to set up a table 
at some of S. Madison’s busiest places. For instance, setting up a table at the Goodman 
Library would be beneficial, as it is a melting pot of S. Madison residents.

When people approach us, we would offer them a “scavenger hunt” for social media. This 
piece of paper would provide a step-by-step process of how to do simple, social media 
related tasks on some of the more popular platforms right now, (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, 
Pinterest). With the completion of one of these “scavenger hunts,” participants would 
receive an invitation to our event and some sort of voucher for free food at a local S. 
Madison eatery.

Implementation
Although the Fall semester is coming to a close, we hope that future classes, along 
with Prof. Young Mie Kim, will continue their efforts towards the implementation of a 
Community Dinner. This event shows lots of promise and much like the Taste Race was 
this semester’s main focus, the Community Dinner can be the capstone event for a future 
semester.
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Recipe Database

Overview
Students or S. Madison residents interested in the ethnic diversity of food can visit 
the recipe database on the Savor South  Madison website. The point is to create a 
conglomeration of the food people of different cultures love and to put it in one place 
where anyone who wants to make these things can find it. The database accomplishes our 
goal of having a consistent brand identity focused around the passion of ethnic food.

Revamp
Savor South Madison completely gutted and redesigned the Recipe Database. It has a 
completely new look and feel with new recipes additionally.
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The primary objective for content development is to create a clear narrative 

around the food experience of South Madison. By doing so we are able 

to not only maintain our overarching theme of building social capital, but also 

highlight the uniqueness characteristics of South Madison, their food scene.
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Objectives for Content 
Development

The primary objective for content development is to create a clear narrative around the 
food experience of South Madison. By doing so we are able to not only maintain our over-
arching theme of building social capital, but also highlight the uniqueness characteristics of 
South Madison, their food scene.

Food acts to culturally connect people through good stories and good taste while being a 
low barrier to connect people.  Food serves to provide excellent content for our campaign 
because of its universal yet culturally specific nature in storytelling.  By offering stories 
about the food and the food experience, viewers are able to viscerally connect not only with 
the narrative, but also with the elaborate ethnic food that South Madison has. The food in 
our stories carries deep as well as diverse cultural meaning that is unique to South Madison.

The content for this semester has a primary focus on food, yet furthermore our goal is to 
tell a story about South Madison, through experiencing the vast array of food establish-
ments.

This year, Savor South Madison participated in multiple events to spearhead this mission.  
Below, we will discuss the purpose of each event and how they augment our mission.
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Utilizing Previous Work

We have  included and maintained the content from previous semesters on our website. The 
previous content includes information about the restaurants covered in past semesters and 
the events they attended. Featured content from past semesters includes videos and images of 
the restaurants, residents, and events in South Madison, highlighting the local cuisine.

In moving forward, we plan to combine the previous content with our new content. The new 
content we have created comes from the storytelling structure of certain projects planned for 
the semester. We also plan to share stories through special events that promote users’ online 
and offline engagement. The special events are also featured on the website with pictures and 
information about the events.

We utilized different media for coping with different styles of media uses. A few examples are 
using Facebook and Twitter to engage with participants in this semester’s scavenger hunt, The 
Taste Race; while also crafting articles to inform readers of our food-related cultural experi-
ences during visits to restaurants for our Culinary Crawl project.
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Content Strategy

Our Content strategy pertains to the TEAM strategy acronym.  

This stands for:
 T: Tell a Story
 E:  Empathy
 A:  Be Authentic
 M: Mix Media

We believe that through the TEAM strategy, we can reach a large audience through accessible 
and engaging activity.  With multi-media platforms, there is improved receptiveness because 
there is the ability to appeal to the masses.  By creating a personal narrative, the content con-
nects to audience members through relatability.  This strategy further executes our objective 
highlighting the narrative through food.

Tactics
This semester’s tactics illustrate the content team’s theories behind the specific strategic ap-
proach of upholding the acronym TEAM. We, the content team, worked with these theories 
to develop stories about South Madison and share a wide range of content on all our different 
multi-media forms. We believe that many of these forms present slightly different content that 
reaches the unique followers of each social network. The audience that we want to reach is 
altered on each multi-media form, similarly the engagement that these followers have differ 
as well. Beyond creating content there is also a need to take time to engage with our follow-
ers unique to the multi-media form. These different networks were our Savor South Madison 
website, the Facebook Page, Twitter account, and an Instagram account.

All of this explicitly illustrates our long term goals of building community and bridging the 
gap between Madison communities. Compared to our short term goals of simple designing 
content that is novel and interesting to our followers so they are eager to share the content 
across their online communities. Ultimately, we set out to craft content that would be shared 
by our followers, while building attention and enthusiasm about what the South Madison area 
has to offer.

Below we will break down each of the different types of content created and the unique tacti-
cal strategies and theories behind that social network site.
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The Savor South Madison Website
This platform is utilized to offer a hub for all of the information gathered about South 
Madison. The site is also a host of all previous work and a central location that can be 
reached for future semesters. From this site visitors are able to explore the array of content 
regarding South Madison and learn more about the community.

A website platform has a very low barrier associated with it, allowing us to reach a large 
amount of followers, while in an online sphere. Visitors can read articles written about 
restaurants in Madison, explore links to other organizations making differences in South 
Madison, connect with us via our social networking sites and view videos about unique 
community members in South Madison.

The different content we posted always had a significant amount of information about the 
actual establishment in South Madison. Beyond sharing interesting information we wanted 
to give our followers the tools to leave their perspective neighborhoods and go experience 
South Madison on their own.

The Savor South Madison Facebook Page
The posts on Facebook are used to display what we are doing with the Culinary Crawl, a 
project that allows us to visit restaurants in South Madison and publish content regarding 
the different foods, atmospheres and cultural ties. Our Facebook Page is a space where we 
can connect best with our University related followers. Students, UW faculty and staff as 
well as key community builders on the UW campus such as the UW Morgridge Center. 
Furthermore, our work on Facebook was designed to illustrate the benefits restaurants can 
obtain from engaging with customers on social networking sites.

Facebook has low barriers when striving to connect with the University section of our 
audience. We are able to attract students and the University easily on Facebook by sharing 
our stories as well as the stories of South Madison.

@SavorSouthMad Twitter Handle
Tweets from our @SavorSouthMad handle are designed to engage with our unique Twitter 
followers. The Twitter sphere holds many of the same benefits as Facebook while having a 
slightly different audience following. We connected our Facebook page to the Twitter ac-
count in order to draw our Twitter followers to our Facebook page, where they can gather 
more details and information. Twitter also offers us an outlet where we can interact with 
more people on an individual level. This outlet was specific utilized during our Taste Race 
scavenger hunt.
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The Savor South Madison Instagram
Instagram is an image-based form and utilized to photographically document the 
semester’s different projects and collaborative events we attended. The followers on 
Instagram different than who follows us on Facebook or Twitter and therefore is another 
outlet that allows us to reach even more people. This multi-media form allows us to tell the 
story about food via images.

The Savor South Madison Website Recipe Database
To create relatively easy entry for user engagement we crafted a recipe database. This da-
tabase on our website is a way for any of our followers to contribute. Having our followers 
take action and contribute to the collection of information behind Savor South Madison 
increases their likelihood of becoming more invested in our brand and ultimately the 
South Madison.
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Campaign Activities and Content Development

With these tactics, Savor South Madison has enabled the TEAM strategy and the usage of 
social media to help achieve our overarching goal of increasing social capital.  The content 
development tactics used the aforementioned social media through multiple large events.

Below, we will discuss these events and how each affected our overall goal.

The Culinary Crawl

The Culinary Crawl aims to highlight the community of South Madison through the 
different restaurants available to the community.  Members of Savor South Madison visited 
a restaurant each week to feature the ambiance, food and people of a given restaurant.  By 
showing the multiple facets of South Madison and the food that it has to offer, we invite the 
people of South Madison and of the greater Madison area to indulge in the wonders of South 
Madison.  The Culinary Crawl builds social capital through both bonding and bridging.
Our mission here was to illustrate the South Madison community through what is already 
established there and hopefully gain and organic interest. The food in South Madison is very 
unique to the specific cultures and allowed us to simply share with our followers and present 
it in a compelling way that is also informational.

Bridging
By focusing on the culturally diverse food of South Madison, the Culinary Crawl produces 
a desire and interest for the area through recognition and information.  This illumination 
of the gems of South Madison invites others to visit South Madison to become more 
accustom and more aware of the cultural richness that exists.  The Culinary Crawl aims to 
also change the frozen routine of students and residents to include these South Madison 
restaurants.  This will blur the rigid lines separating the area from the other parts of 
Madison and will undoubtedly increase social capital and community capacity.

Bonding
There is not only bridging of Madison communities through the Culinary Crawl, there is 
bonding among residents of South Madison, as well.  The inclusion of these restaurants 
highlights the attractions that are only available in South Madison.  By highlighting 
these ethnic eateries, we can increase enthusiasm for the South Madison community.  
There becomes a growing passion for the places in South Madison, which further builds 
community.
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Posts for Facebook
Each visit we posted the pictures on our Facebook page as a way to share our experience and 
offer an insight into what kind of food is offered at each location, where the restaurants are 
located and therefore gain attention to the specific restaurants.

The images from the Culinary Crawl were used to display the food and its ethnic diversity and 
included the following restaurants.

Carnival’s Food and Ice Cream
Ichiban Sichuan Restaurant
Yue Wan Grocery Store
Lucky Seven Mexican Restaurant
Edo Japanese Restaurant
Taqueria Guadalajara Mexican Restaurant
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Posts for Twitter
Tweets regarding the Culinary Crawl as well as other content were used to reach our slightly 
different following on the Twitter platform.

We linked our Facebook account to Twitter so that the similar content would be shared across 
both platforms and draw our Twitter followers to the Facebook page.
These Tweets were designed to encourage our followers to move to our Facebook page and 
eventually our website. This action on the followers part would instill a way for them to 
discover the information making them feel as though they have discovered the restaurants and 
therefore organically find an interest in South Madison.

This went along with our approach of not using a top-down strategy of directing attention to 
the South Madison community.

A few Twitter examples are illustrated below:
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Articles for the Website
Beyond sharing images across Facebook, Twitter and Instagram we wanted to share a more 
indepth review of the restaurants we visited during our Culinary Crawl visits. These are 
found under the ‘Culinary Crawl’ tab and in the form of articles posted on our websites, 
www.savorsouthmadison.com. These articles highlight what the students ate while visiting 
the restaurant, historical information about the establishments background, informative bits 
including; location, hours, contact information. We also embedded our images on the site 
along with the posts to have an aesthetically pleasing feature to accompany the reading.
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Instagram
The Savor South Madison Instagram 
account was utilized in order to attract a 
different segment of our audience. This 
multi-media form followed much of the 
same strategies we keep in mind when 
working on Facebook and Twitter, yet 
was a way for us to attract consumers to 
our stories via the images shared via our 
Instagram account. The images have a 
very low barrier that is attractive to our 
consumers and also offers a low level of 
information about our brand. This is also 
an application that is most widely used 
on mobile smart phone devices while 
also being linked to our Facebook and 
Twitter accounts.

Pintrest
The Pinterest account was designed to 
attract an older and more likely female 
demographic. There are studies sharing that 
is who widely utilizes Pinterest. This outlet 
was also a way for us to interact with many 
of Madison’s food related publications. 
Similarly, to the other tactics used for the 
social networks Savor South Madison was a 
part of, Pinterest focused on sharing images 
of food from our Culinary Crawl and other 
projects.
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Taste Race Scavenger Hunt

This semester we promoted our second annual Scavenger Hunt, the Taste Race. This was a 
chance for us to take our online work of promoting South Madison and truly engage our fol-
lowers to go out and experience the restaurants.

We altered the rules and strategy behind the scavenger hunt from the year before. We also 
approached a slightly different selection of restaurants for the hunt. We wanted to feature 
many of the restaurants we visited during the Culinary Crawl visits.

The entire class assisted in connecting with our participants throughout the week to encour-
age them to experience a vast array of restaurants while also connecting via our social net-
works to score more points and build our Savor South Madison brand.

The Savor South Madison Facebook Page
The content created for the scavenger hunt was created in the form of Facebook posts to in-
form and engage our participants.
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@SavorSouthMad Twitter Handle
The Twitter posts were used to engage with our participants, encourage them to visit the res-
taurants and offer ways for them to gain more ‘social media’ points. The Twitter handle was 
also an opportunity for us to answer questions participants had.

Savor South Madison Offline
We crafted physical flyers that were distributed through some of our campus partners, as well 
as electronically during the weeks of promoting the scavenger hunt.

Taste Race 
Make a team. Eat FREE food. Score points. Win prizes.  

Questions? Email us at SavorSouthMadison@gmail.com.  

-Pre-registration starts November 10th 
-Regular registration lasts until November 18th

November 13th - 20th 

Here at Savor South Madison, a student-run non-profit through the 
Journalism School, we’re all about enojoying food, rocking social media 

and exploring SOUTH MADISON. 

Your challenge is to go to any 
of our selected restaurants in 
South Madison at any point 

between Nov. 13-20. 

Visit a restaurant. 
Get FREE food. 

CONGRATS.
You just scored your team FIVE points. 

Check out the site on how to use social media to score MORE points!
SavorSouthMadison.com/events/scavenger-hunt/
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The Savor South Madison Instagram 
Account

As the content team we shared 
images on out Savor South Madison 
Instagram account as a way to 
illustrate the food available at many 
of our Taste Race participating 
restaurants. We also shared  these 
images to Twitter and from there 
engaged with our followers on both 
multi-media forms. Throughout the 
Taste Race we gave our contestants 
the opportunity to engage with us via 
Instagram by tagging us in the images 
they took while visiting many of the 
restaurants.

The Savor South Madison Pintrest Account
The images that are pinned on our Pinterest 
boards were taken from many of the 
restaurants that were participating in our 
Taste Race. This allowed our followers to 
gather more information from our Pinboards 
about the different restaurants in South 
Madison.
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Collaboration Events

Savor South Madison attempts to build social capital by increasing community capacity.  
Savor South Madison joined other established organizations to help build community and 
better the area of South Madison.  We covered events including Celebrate South Madison, 
Slow Food UW garden relocations, the Badger Rock garden development among many other 
special events around South Madison.  This not only builds our name as an organization, but 
it increases our influence and our presence throughout the community.  This then allows a 
greater ability to build social capital.

Bridging
We believe that through connecting and collaborating with multiple well-established orga-
nizations around the Madison area, we can increase bridging.  By creating an association 
between Savor South Madison and other reputable organizations, more individuals will 
become more involved in Savor South Madison and the area of South Madison in general.

Bonding
Through collaboration, we are able to bond the people of South Madison because of the 
greater exposure and greater enthusiasm for the area.  With more collaboration, there are 
also more resources.  Whether it be more money, more help or more ideas, these resources 
help to foster greater events to bond the people of South Madison.  
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Bus Tour
By showing the video of our tour at the beginning of the semester through South Madison 
we highlighted multiple facets of our achievements. The tour took us to multiple eateries in 
South Madison, a community outreach event at Badger Rock Middle School and organization 
collaboration among our classmates.

While touring through Madison part of 
what we did was visit the Badger Rock 
Middle School. Robert Pierce, a strong 
community leader was working with his 
students and other community members 
to restructure some garden beds for the 
upcoming growing seasons. The Savor 
South Madison students were able to 
spend some time learning about Badger 
Rock and Robert Pierce while helping 
out to move some of the heaping piles of 
compost.
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Community Dinner
Although the community dinner is in its proposal phase, we proposed some potential 
content ideas to further achieve our goals.  

With an interactive component involving a scavenger hunt with social media, we will have 
participants post a photo on Facebook, craft a tweet on Twitter among other social media.  
We will film and photograph this online scavenger and will promote the subsequent 
community dinner with flyers and promotions.  

At the community dinner, we will film and photograph the event.  These events will not 
only bond the community, but will decrease the social media knowledge gap that plagues 

Conclusion
With an array of culturally diverse restaurants, we provided our audience with what South 
Madison has to offer. We featured over 10 eateries in South Madison throughout the 
semester. These restaurants were covered in the form of articles for our Savor South Madi-
son website, posts for our Facebook page, Tweets via Twitter and images uploaded on our 
Instagram account.
We have connected with multiple organizations throughout the community through 
social media, a few were Slow Food UW, The UW Morgridge Center, and the UW Madi-
son School of Journalism. With retweets and shares, we have built our name to be a more 
household name, while having our information shared across their well established online 
communities.

We are at 98 likes on Facebook and have 134 Twitter followers with retweets from Eating 
Madison A to Z, Wisconsin Institute of Discovery and the On Wisconsin Magazine as well 
as many of our Culinary Crawl participants.

At the end of this semester our class designed a proposal for a Community Dinner with 
the South Madison Planning Council. Setting up this dinner solidifies both our place in 
the community and our involvement with well-rooted organizations. Having a collabora-
tive event that will work to simply bring people of the community together will help build 
our Savor South Madison brand.
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The key objective for the platform team this semester was to implement the 

new content provided by the Savor South Madison team. With an overall 

shift in focus and tone the new homepage content should reflect that shift. 
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Objective
Another obvious underlying objective was to drive more traffic to the site and provide 
more internal links. We decided that posting Culinary Crawl content to the homepage 
would not only provide our visitors with an introduction to South Madison’s delicious 
restaurants and grocery stores, but it would also provide a cycle of fresh and new content 
to encourage multiple revisits to our site. As people visit and revisit our site, we hope they 
find it is easy to navigate and that they explore various, less prominent aspects of our 
project. To get users more involved with our website, we have added many internal links 
– making the site much more interactive and user-friendly. In theory, these links should 
keep users on our site longer as they explore and consume our content.

Refocus on Accessible and Engaging Content

The class as a whole decided that by making the content on Savor more fun, real and 
engaging, we could drive results. It was the platform team’s goal to implement that new 
content on to the site. We did this in various ways:
• A new Culinary Crawl tab that features all Culinary Crawl episodes thus far. This 

tab is a fun, easy way to navigate through a congruent series and see the experiences 
various teams had at various, diverse restaurants in South Madison. These stories 
also contain pictures to help relay the experience to those who were not there.

• More internal links and pictures. As discussed in the objective, we added more 
internal links and pictures to provide users with a more interactive and engaging 
experience.

• Updating the site as often as possible. Although we initially struggled with code and 
updates, we were finally able to post new content to various places around the site. 
New content is available on the homepage, Culinary Crawl tab, the Recipe Database, 
About Us, and the Discover tab.
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Recipe Database

The platform team rebuilt the recipe database to make it more user-friendly, more 
aesthetically appealing and to tell a deeper story about family and food. The re-design looks 
phenomenal and fun. With vibrant pictures of delicious food and treats, the database itself 
immediately looks fun and intriguing. As the user hovers over each picture, they fade and 
reveal each category of recipe we have to offer. Instead of a basic list, this interactive picture 
chart not only provides users with great recipes, it also engages their senses.

To encourage people outside our class to submit their own recipes, each person from our 
class submitted an “ethnic” recipe to provide a start to the database. It was our hope that 
the presence of recipes would increase the self-efficacy of our audience and urge them to 
submit their own. In addition to simple submitting easy and cost efficient instructions, 
we asked that people submit a short blurb about why this recipe is important to them or 
what context it has in their lives. Consistent with our campaign, this connected the food/
recipes with a sentimental value and meaning. As they share stories and recipes, we hope to 
encourage and facilitate a type of bonding through these submissions.
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About Us

The platform team rebuilt the About Us section in order to make it more visually appealing 
and provide survey answers more applicable to the content on Savor. Organized by team, the 
“Who we are” section contains each team member’s picture, as well as a speech bubble that 
personifies the image. As well as stating a name and a major, each person reveals his or her 
favorite South Madison restaurant. The page is extremely well organized and easy to process, 
while providing users with the real faces behind this semester’s campaign.

 
Multimedia

While all of the multimedia collected in the past is informative, it may not be homepage 
worthy. Some of the videos shot step away from the refocus to real, fun materials. Therefore, 
the platform team established a new tab dedicated to all multimedia content. This way, the old 
multimedia content is easily accessible and culminates in one area of the site. This makes it 
easier for users to find old content and access old videos without extensively searching. It also 
allows for a cleaner platform among the other pages, without the clutter of older, less relevant 
videos.
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Social Media

In addition to the integration of multi-media on our site, it was important 
to us that we integrate the use of social media and multiple applications 
(Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and YouTube – we were not able to include 
Instagram on the site, but we do have a profile). On the homepage, four 
social media icons pop-up on the right hand, making our social media 
outlets easily accessible to anyone viewing the sites. Once a user clicks on 
the icons, a brief preview of the social media profile is displayed, and users 
can delve into the various sites by clicking again. These icons also make 
it easy to “like” or “follow” our campaign without navigating away from 
the site. The integration of multiple applications is important for multiple 
reasons. For one, it allows for multiple levels of entry: people can access 
the site using social media, or vice versa – they can access our social media 
outlets through our website. It also allows us to reach multiple types of 
users. Another important aspect of a social media platform is interactivity. 
Consistent with our objective to make our website more engaging and 
interactive, social media allows users to comment, share, and promote 
our materials within their own networks. Specifically, the Culinary Crawl 
material and Scavenger Hunt can easily be tailored to social media outlets 
and users.

SEO
In today’s muddled and segmented media landscape, it is more important than ever to 
set your website or platform apart from those that provide similar content. Moreover, it 
is important to differentiate the way that your content is displayed and recalled by search 
engines. In the case of Savor South Madison, we find ourselves in a unique place in the 
online space in that we feel that Savor provides a service unlike any other in the Madison 
area. That is, we are the lone source for information and holistic coverage of the wide variety 
of restaurants on the Southside of Madison. It is also key to note that many search engines 
filter their results based on the searchers location. Therefore, by getting the most out of our 
sites content so that it is optimized for search engine crawls, we have a much more likely 
chance of reaching our strategic micro-community.

New this semester, Savor implemented a Wordpress.org Plugin called WordPress SEO by 
Yoast. According to the developer, “The WordPress SEO plugins Linkdex Page Analysis 
functionality checks simple things you’re bound to forget. It checks, for instance, if you have 
images in your post and whether they have an alt tag containing the focus keyword for that 
post. It also checks whether your posts are long enough, if you’ve written a meta description 
and if that meta description contains your focus keyword, if you’ve used any subheadings 
within your post, etc. etc.” In laymen’s terms, the plugin literally highlights points within 
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the WordPress dashboard that could be changed in order to improve the sites content 
for search engine bot crawls; i.e. internal linking and match URLs and Post titles. Going 
forward, the platform team recommends that the next semester’s class submit an XML 
SiteMap to Google using another plugin; found at http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/
google-sitemap-generator/. By submitting a customized site map, the platform will return 
cleaner search results because the map will be tailored so that the Google bot finds the most 
important content according to the Savor team itself, not just a random bot crawl.

Google Analytics
The use of Google Analytics on our site has been one of the most helpful features in 
improving SEO because it tracks the number of hits on each page, shows which page people 
leave most frequently (bounce rate) and which links are utilized most often. With this 
information, we can better understand how to increase traffic to the website.

Here’s a look at 8 key insights pulled from our Google Analytics page:

1. We saw a major increase in traffic during the week of the Taste Race

2. More than half of our traffic is from new visitors. We’re growing.
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3. Almost all of our viewers read the site in English. We could improve here to reach out to 
the ethnic community of south Madison.

4. While almost all of our traffic is from Madison, there are some interesting spikes in 
Chicago and New York. This may be a result of students from that area that are in fact 
UW students checking the site out at home.

5. The most used browser by our visitors is Chrome. This could lead to future uses of web 
applications tailored to Chrome, specifically for Savor.

6. We have a growing mobile user base. Most of which are iPhone users. This could hint at 
the production of an app or a more mobile friendly theme/platform.
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7. Most of our visitors are Mac users; again, we may be able to tailor to them in some 
way.

8. Most of our traffic comes from the UW-Madison Internet connection. Second is 
Charter, which could mean a number of things considering their virtual monopoly 
over the Madison telecommunications industry.

 
Cleaning up the code

Finally, the platform can be improved by streamlining administration by simplifying and 
condensing coding and format. This allows for ease of use and reduces transition time 
between content acquisition and content upload, thus allowing information to reach 
audiences faster.



Lucky 7 Restaurant
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The promotions team’s primary objectives are to seamlessly integrate 

online and offline promotion tactics to further expand knowledge about 

the South Madison area and to increase the level of engagement with the 

Savor South Madison campaign. In particular, we focus on the University 

of Wisconsin campus because we ourselves are students and are optimally 

positioned to motivate this group. Our campaign promotion team also attempts 

to promote enthusiasm and bonding among the residents of South Madison.
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Lucky 7 Restaurant
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Objective

Short Term Goals

The class as a whole decided that by making the content on Savor more fun, real and 
engaging, we could drive results. It was the platform team’s goal to implement that new 
content on to the site. We did this in various ways:
• A new Culinary Crawl tab that features all Culinary Crawl episodes thus far. 

This tab is a fun, easy way to navigate through a congruent series and see the 
experiences various teams had at various, diverse restaurants in South Madison. 
These stories also contain pictures to help relay the experience to those who were 
not there.

• More internal links and pictures. As discussed in the objective, we added more 
internal links and pictures to provide users with a more interactive and engaging 
experience.

• Updating the site as often as possible. Although we initially struggled with code 
and updates, we were finally able to post new content to various places around the 
site. New content is available on the homepage, Culinary Crawl tab, the Recipe 
Database, About Us, and the Discover tab.

Long Term Goals

Our long-term goal for Fall 2012 is to sustain community capacity within South 
Madison as well as continue to bridge with the UW-Madison campus.

Strategy
Savor South Madison’s promotional strategy is focused on engaging with our target 
audiences and increasing knowledge of South Madison while seamlessly integrating our 
online and offline efforts. By doing all of this, we hope to:
• Expand knowledge about South Madison by visiting and reviewing the various 

ethnic restaurants in the neighborhood.
• Provide opportunities for users to actively engage with us through our Savor South 

Madison platform and various social media sites.
• Develop promotional activities that users and our community partners can share 

across multiple media formats for the ultimate purpose of bonding and bridging 
groups with different technology knowledge levels. Because our message needs to 
reach everyone and have the same effect, these formats consist of both traditional 
and nontraditional media.
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Major Promotion Targets

Our strategy looks to expand knowledge of South Madison as well as to increase user 
engagement on social media and through our online platform, SavorSouthMadison.com.

This strategy consists of two major promotion targets. The reason for targeting two separate 
targets includes the following: UW students do not often travel to the South Madison 
area, mainly due to distance and prejudice about the area. They do, however, have a strong 
presence in online social networking sites. Residents of South Madison neither travel to 
campus, nor participate in great numbers through online networking.

In order to expand knowledge about South Madison, university students makeup the 
major promotion target due to the strong familiarity and proficiency students already have 
with online participation.

By targeting university students, Savor South Madison could engage them through an 
online tool that had two advantages. The first is the low barrier of entry associated with 
online networks in comparison to their physical counterparts. When prejudice or negative 
thoughts on something are present, it is easier for people to engage in such activities 
through online means because it is less personal. The second advantage was using external 
motivation to a) compel students to visit our website and engage on social media and b) 
to travel to the South Madison area--that motivation being free food and the prospect of 
earning points to win gift cards to South Madison restaurants.

Had we targeted South Madison residents to expand knowledge of South Madison, we 
would have had to compel them to go to campus and/or take some initiative to engage 
with students. We would have also needed to get them to engage online. Unlike students, 
this involves helping residents gain greater confidence in their online skills first. Therefore, 
we focused on South Madison residents for the second strategic initiative; increase user 
engagement on social media and on our website.

We felt South Madison residents would be better utilized to achieve greater online 
participation and engagement. Students already utilize online tools, but because they are 
first-and-foremost residents of campus, they are more effective for spreading the knowledge 
online. On the other hand, not every resident of the South Madison area necessarily utilizes 
are online tools. (III) Teaching this target group online skills means each individual who 
participates or engages with our organization on social media or on our website counts as 
one more person who was not previously engaging online; increasing online engagement is 
thus achieved.
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In turn, this increased ability to communicate and network online then allows them to engage 
in the online community they already occupy in the offline world. Because they already belong 
to the offline community that is South Madison, they have a greater motivation to engage on a 
regular basis.

For the third part of our strategy, the online competition, we targeted UW students as a way 
to follow through and participate after expanding their knowledge. The online game aspect of 
our strategy is for UW students to then translate the knowledge into participation. To increase 
motivation, we have incorporated an internal and external aspect. The competitiveness of 
the game itself serves as the internal motivation and is intended to increase interest and 
engagement to participate. Furthermore, the task of earning points to then win a gift card 
serves as an external motivation in the form of a physical reward.

Ultimately, this is community engagement and therefore increases the social capital and 
strength of the community

Promotion Campaign Activities

In alignment with our short-term and long-term goals, promotions utilized both online and 
offline tactics to ensure that all efforts were seamlessly integrated for maximized results.

Celebrate South Madison
Our team attended Celebrate South Madison had our own table at Celebrate South Madison. 
Our team became more familiarized with South Madison and engaged with community 
opinion leaders to promote the mission of our campaign. The event also increased interest and 
enthusiasm among our Savor South Madison members.

South Madison Bus Tour
Our bus tour served as another opportunity for the Savor South Madison team to learn more 
about the community’s history and geographic layout. We made stops along the way to work 
with local groups who shared a similar focus. We spent time with Robert Piece, the manager of 
the community gardens and an innovator in urban farming, and the Boys & Girls Club, where 
UW Slow Food students provide families with healthy, homegrown meals.

To integrate online application for both offline events, team members live-tweeted and posted 
to our social media pages while uploading event pictures and videos clips to Facebook, 
Instagram and Pinterest in real time. These efforts shared our experiences and solicited 
participation from our followers.
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The Taste Race
Savor South Madison’s Second Annual Scavenger Hunt

In it’s second year, the scavenger hunt--officially dubbed the “Taste Race”--aimed to 
increase engagement with our users and build social capital through social media sites.  
Sixteen teams participated in the Taste Race, which ran from November 13th to the 20th.
Teams were awarded points by visiting various restaurants in South Madison and ordering 
food items chosen by the Savor South Madison team. A variety of food types were included 
in the Taste Race to accurately portray the vast culinary diversity that exists within South 
Madison. To claim their points, each team had to post a picture of them with their food to 
the Savor South Madison Twitter or Facebook.
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The Savor South Madison team wanted to build off the success of the Taste Race last year. 
We aimed to get more teams participating and actively engaging with us on social media. 
Reactions to the Taste Race were positive on all ends. Restaurants were very enthusiastic about 
participating. They recognized the opportunity for free promotion and were very welcoming 
to the Taste Race participants. Those participating in the Taste Race enjoyed themselves as 
well. Many students do not travel to South Madison very often. Participants were surprised at 
the amount of great food they got to enjoy and are excited about visiting South Madison again.

According to our Facebook page tracker, the traffic on our page increased dramatically 
before, during and after the Taste Race. We received more retweets, followers and mentions 
on Twitter. As a team, we posted over 15 times on our Facebook page and composed over 
40 tweets during the Taste Race period. Overall, our goal to increase traffic to our social 
media sites was a success. We also increased the knowledge about Savor South Madison on 
campus by contacting department chairs and allocating press on other university social media 
accounts, such at the main UW-Madison twitter account.

To earn extra points, teams had the option to order additional food items at the designated 
restaurants, visit an extra restaurant or market or engage with Savor South Madison on 
social media. Bonus questions were also posted each day, offering teams anywhere from 
one to three points for a correct answer. Teams were also encouraged to submit a recipe to 
help build the database we share on the Savor South Madison website.

At the end of the Taste Race, points for each team were tallied and winners were 
determined for the following categories: Team with the Most Points ($50 gift card), Most 
Engaged on Social Media ($10 gift card) and Most Adventurous Eaters ($10 gift card). All 
winners will be invited to attend Savor South Madison’s final pitch meeting and receive 
their award.
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Overall, this year’s Taste Race succeeded in engaging with the campus community and 
building awareness of Savor South Madison. It also increased the social capital of our 
users. Perhaps the most rewarding part of The Taste Race was hearing how much our 
participants enjoyed themselves. We expanded on the success of last year’s scavenger hunt 
and established an even stronger presence for the Savor South Madison brand.

Our social media tactics focused on engaging with our followers while expressing 
excitement about the Savor South Madison project and highlighting the various ethnic 
restaurants in the neighborhood. During the Taste Race, our social media efforts were 
dedicated to engaging with our participants and creating a competitive atmosphere.
We also interacted with other entities on social media, showing our support for their 
causes and growing our contact list. We aimed to send out a consistent message across all 
social media sites in order to solidify the Savor South Madison brand.

The Savor South Madison website was upgraded to be better integrated with our social 
media sites and to accommodate the new content consisting of traditional and mixed 
media. Throughout our social media channels, we linked back to the website as often as 
possible to make sure we were directing people to all of our online outlets.

The successful integration of our online and offline promotional tactics increases the 
knowledge of Savor South Madison across a wide spectrum of audiences. We were able to 
communicate with people who participate on an intermediary level as well as those who 
engage with us regularly.

Online Promotions
Through the use of several social media sites we were able to reach our target markets on in 
several different online locations. By utilizing several outlets, we were able to connect with 
a broader audience and perhaps people that we would not have connected with otherwise. 
Throughout the semester we used Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and Four Square. 
Our goals with these different sites were to stay consistent, be engaging, and overall spread 
the word. Our use of social media increased immensely from past semesters as Instagram 
and Four Square were never used in past semesters. We were able to increase our “likes” on 
Facebook from 64 to 99 and they continue to increase. To date, we have also increased our 
Twitter followers to 138. Our new Instagram has 43 followers, and our Pinterest continues 
to gain followers and repins as well. The most effective way we found to gain followers was 
to follow people we thought would have an interest while also tweeting, retweeting, and 
Instragramming with relevant hashtags that would catch people’s attention. Additionally, 
our Taste Race that involved online interaction had a total of 16 teams and 46 participants.
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Our interaction on Social Media increased during our events like the Taste Race. By 
asking questions that required participants to answer through social media to gain points 
and requiring participants to post photos of their experiences at different South Madison 
restaurants, we increased our interaction and consequently increased our reach. This is 
increase in overall reach comes from the fact that when our participants tag us or share 
information on our page, it is displayed to all of their friends that we would not otherwise 
have access to. Our use of all of these social media outlets allowed us to share information and 
photos with our audience in real   time, as well as promote offline events such as the Taste Race 
and Savor South Madison.

Social media has proved to be an invaluable tool in promotions and audience interaction. 
Without our prominent social media presence, we feel it would not have been possible to 
gain an impressive 16 separate teams to participate in our Taste Race, nor would it have been 
possible to gain as much awareness from the public, especially students, about Savor South 
Madison.

Offline Promotions
Our offline promotional events included our Savor South Madison Taste Race, a table at 
Celebrate South Madison, a tabling session at the Slow Food Cafe, and an attempted table at 
the Homecoming kick-off. These events were all promoted and/or mentioned on our social 
media accounts. While the Homecoming kick-off was called off due to rain, this event as 
well as our tabling session at the Slow Food Cafe were intended to gain awareness from the 
UW student body, while the Taste Race was intended to increase engagement between UW 
students and South Madison. The purpose of our table at Celebrate South Madison was to gain 
awareness and support from members of the South Madison community. We were also invited 
to participate in The Year of Innovation, during which representatives from our team shared 
Savor South Madison’s mission and plans for the semester.
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Local Media Presence
This semester, the Savor South Madison team was fortunate enough to be profiled by 
UW-Madison’s alumni magazine, On Wisconsin. Our project was featured in a multi-page 
article in the magazine as well as online. We received a lot of recognition both online and 
offline. The article was a great way for people to learn about Savor South Madison and 
understand the goals of our project.

Savor South Madison was also mentioned in newspapers on campus, including The Daily 
Cardinal and the Badger Herald.

Community Dinner
Looking ahead, the Savor South Madison team outlines plans for a Community Dinner to 
take place in South Madison in the future.

The Community Dinner is a way for us to increase bonding within the South Madison 
community. As an organization dedicated to building community and social capital 
through online mediums, the Savor South Madison project has always had a strong 
online message. However, realizing that many of the residents we hope to reach with our 
campaign may have limited internet access or skills, we see this community dinner as 
an ideal way to reach these constituents. We hope to use this event and the promotions 
leading up to it to secure Savor South Madison’s position in the community as a resource 
for education and help with the newest technology services. This will allow us to make an 
important impact in the community by contributing a unique service.

In promoting the Community Dinner, it is important to remember these technological 
barriers. Utilizing offline mechanisms for event promotion will be key to success.
Some possible promotion activities include:

• Posters advertising the event displayed throughout public locations in South 
Madison.

• Direct Mail: Utilizing our connections with the South Metropolitan Planning 
Council to insert flyers into the South Madison newsletter

• Visiting and participating in South Madison community events to build stronger 
relationships with the residents

• Establishing contact with community leaders and organizations about possible 
partnerships or promotion opportunities

• Hosting an “online scavenger hunt” at the South Madison Public Library (to help 
familiarize residents with the tools that Savor South Madison uses, allowing them to 
engage with the community we have already established.
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Conclusion
Throughout this semester, we have taken our promotional efforts to the next level. In turn, 
we were able to significantly increase social capital and community capacity both in South 
Madison and on the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus.

By planning the Community Dinner, we have laid a solid foundation for future Savor South 
Madison students to sustain community capacity within South Madison, breach technological 
barriers and further engage with our users.

We hope future Savor South Madison students will continue to increase bridging and bonding 
while utilizing the seamlessly integrated campaign we have built this semester.
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Social Media Insights
Our offline promotional events included our Savor South Madison Taste Race, a table at 
Celebrate South Madison, a tabling session at the Slow Food Cafe, and an attempted table at 
the Homecoming kick-off. These events were all promoted and/or mentioned on our social 
media accounts. While the Homecoming kick-off was called off due to rain, this event as 
well as our tabling session at the Slow Food Cafe were intended to gain awareness from the 
UW student body, while the Taste Race was intended to increase engagement between UW 
students and South Madison. The purpose of our table at Celebrate South Madison was to gain 
awareness and support from members of the South Madison community. We were also invited 
to participate in The Year of Innovation, during which representatives from our team shared 
Savor South Madison’s mission and plans for the semester.

Facebook

This graph illustrates our total viral reach over Facebook throughout our campaign. The 
number of unique people who saw a story about this Page published by a friend from 10/28/12 
to 11/24/12. These stories include liking your Page, posting to your Page’s Wall, liking, 
commenting on or sharing one of your Page posts, and taking other actions related to your 
Page that their friends could see. While reach started very low (around 137), it has vastly 
improved, rising during each of our Culinary Crawl stops and peaking at 3,027 people during 
the week of our Taste race. 
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This graph illustrates the number of page visits per day throughout the campaign. Again, the 
days where the site found the most traffic were days in which we had posted content related to 
our offline events. We saw a major surge in traffic on October 25th when we had 91 page views 
and over 20 unique visitors. This was the day of our first culinary crawl event and helped give 
us some momentum to carry into the rest of the semester. 

Website
Our insights into our website traffic was also very encouraging as it echoed the increase in 
traffic we saw on Facebook, but with more unique visitors..

This graph shows the number of unique visitors over the course of our campaign. On the first 
day of our Taste Race, the website had over 100 unique visitors. What this tells us is that while 
we had done a good job in engaging with audiences on Facebook, this event did a great job of 
driving more traffic to our website.
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These graphs also show encouraging statistics. With over 50% of our page views made by 
new visitors, this semester’s campaign was certainly successful in expanding awareness for 
the project. Furthermore, near the beginning of our culinary crawl, the average time spent on 
the site went above 17 minutes. While this number rose and fell as we posted new content, 
this high of a number shows that our visitors were engaged in the content and taking time to 
explore all areas of the site.
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Suggestions for the Future

Strategy/Research

• Research: Our best insights were gained from interacting with South Madison residents 
during visits to the area. We recommend distributing surveys, having brief interviews, 
or conducting focus groups in order to gain valuable insights into the wants and needs 
of the residents. 

• Find the optimized balance between bridging and bonding: it is equally important for 
strengthening our community. 

• Building coalitions is the key to success – there is power in numbers and the more 
groups that you can partner with, the stronger your campaign will become. 

Content

• Remember TEAM strategy: The power of story-telling; Ensure that all content tells a 
compelling story.

• Focus on restaurants and stores that are relatively not well-known, instead of ones that 
are extremely popular

• Incorporate multimedia stories in addition to written stories.
• Take as many pictures and videos as possible – having too many is far better than 

having too few 
• Ensure that all content is consistent in voice and style in order to make it digestible to 

users 

Platform 

• Understand people’s level of media engagement varies: Encouraging people to respond 
to social media posts or comment on blogs/stories generates more buzz; but also have 
easy entry points for those who are “passive audiences” 

• Ensure that platforms are fully integrated – all elements have some form of 
cohesiveness 

• Update the platform regularly: It makes the site new, but also creates expectations and 
curiosity for new content

• Measure impressions, site traffics, and media “impact” and incorporate them into 
strategy.    
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Promotions

• Mix online and offline promotional tools in order to reach a variety of people with 
different levels of use. Offline promotional ideas include ads in Southern Exposure and 
tabling at the South Madison public library. 

• Be on the lookout for emerging technologies to incorporate in the campaign: this 
semester, we added Pinterest and Foursquare. 

• Appeal to freshmen – they will be in Madison for 4 years and have plenty of time to 
revisit restaurants they enjoyed

• The community dinner idea was extremely well received – see our group’s proposal. 



Thank You

S VOR
South Madison


